Long sequence duplications, repeats, and palindromes in HIV-1 gp120: length variation in V4 as the product of misalignment mechanism.
We have shown that indels in gp120 V4 are associated to the presence of duplicated and palindromic sequences, suggesting that they may be produced by strand-slippage misalignment mechanism. Indels in V4 involved region-specific duplications 9 to 15 bp long, and repeats of various lengths, associated to trinucleotides AAT. No duplications were found in V3 and C3. The frequency of palindromic sequences in individual genes was found to be significantly higher in gp120 (p < or = 3.00E-7), and significantly lower in Tat (p < or = 9.00E-7) than the average frequency calculated over the full genome. The finding of elements of misalignment in association with indels in V4 suggests that these mutations may occur in proviral DNA after integration of HIV into the host genome. It also implies that occurrence of large indels in gp120 is not random but is directed by the presence and distribution of elements of misalignment in the HIV genome.